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From the President
Hello everybody
April is a busy month for our club as we work on a few
major events coming up through the coming months.
Besides our usual club meeting nights, the club committee is organising an outing to the Sydney International
Horse Trials at Horsley Park and an advanced image editing workshop. A weekend away social outing to the
Central Coast is in the planning stages with more information to come as we work with the Wangi Wangi Club
to confirm details. With these events and more coming
up, I urge all of you who have not registered to do so
after reading this as we need your support to run them
successfully. Please also remember to visit the Clubs web
site frequently as more details and events are added regularly.
At the end of March we held a successful New Members
Night, where ‘new’ members joining the club from April
2017 plus those new members who have joined us in
2018 were invited to the Club to hear from the management committee about how the club functions and then
had the opportunity to ask questions and float ideas for
outings and training. It was a well-attended meeting with
over twenty ‘new’ members who all said they learnt
something worthwhile. The Club is preparing an audiovisual presentation for providing more information about
what the club does. This was previewed at the new
members meeting and received unanimous approval
from those present.

During April, our special interest groups (SIG) meetings
will continue to be a forum for discussing topics of interest, sites to be visited (weather and tides permitting) and
showing the fruition of our various outings and projects.
April is also the month of the NSW FCC TopShot 2018
competition. This is an individual event, open to members belonging to camera clubs affiliated to the FederaViewpoint - April 2018 - Issue No: 138

tion of Camera Clubs (NSW). This will be the competition
to go for if you are keen to take part in external competitions and represent our club. There are eight sections to
consider; three print and five digital image groupings.
Three entries per section are allowed for each entrant.
Entry forms are available for download at the FCC website https://fccnsw.myphotoclub.com.au/ and entries
need to be submitted by Friday 13th April.
Also, while we are in Competition mode, our club is
hosting the Sydney West Interclub photography competition this year. It will be held at our club on Wednesday
30th May 2018. Each club has been requested to submit
10 projected images, 10 colour prints and 10 mono
prints. The Judge has been selected and it will be an interesting night as the three clubs vie for high scores and
the title of Champion Club for 2018.
I would encourage as many as possible of you, our members, to take part in the activities that my Committee has
arranged for you. There has been a lot of work done in
organising a holistic calendar for the ensuing year and
the reward for my committee would be your attendance
where possible at each event.
Until next month, happy snapping!

Regards
Roger King
President
Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
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HAPPY EASTER
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Hello Readers
I hope that the Easter Bunny stopped at your place
and that you had an absolutely fabulous and delicious
Easter.
Summer is finished and that means some great Autumn weather and wonderful foliage colours so, don’t
forget to send me some of your Autumn images to
showcase.

Rosa Doric
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
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March 2018 - Set Image of the Month - Digital
“Zebras jostling” by Alia Naughton
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March 2018 - Set Image of the Month - Print
“Stocktake” by Pam Rhodes
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March 2018 - Open Image of the Month - Digital
“A1” by Rolf Mende
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March 2018 - Open Image of the Month - Print
“Five girls in a tub” by Karen O’Connor
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Meet your committee...
Rick Logan
Tell us a little about your position in
the committee;

CHRSLPC Lecture Coordinator
Tell us a little about what your role entails and what responsibilities as a Lecture Coordinator are.

How long have you been a in the CHRSL

The primary responsibility is to find peoPhotography Club Committee as Lecture ple who inspire our members and enCoordinator?
courage them to try new techniques, see
I took on the exciting role of “Lecture Co- the world creatively and believe that they
ordinator” in 2016, taking over from the too can create impressive imagery.
incomparable Barbara Glover who was

Wherever possible I also try to tie the

fantastic in the role.

lecture topic with the club’s set competi-

Not really knowing where to begin to find
inspirational lecturers AND having the

tion subject, giving our members an idea
of what is possible.

challenge of being thousands of miles
away in India I turned to google.
Searching for professional photographers

How did you get into this role and have
you held other committee positions?

in the Castle Hill area, I stumbled across

Initially volunteered to assist, but the

the portfolio of award winning and ac-

outgoing coordinator had to immediately

complished Boudoir/Glamour photogra-

drop out for medical issues so I had to

pher, Kira Likhterova.

step up into the role.

earn and grow as a photographer
through exposure to impressive imagery.
Tell us a little about yourself as a
photographer;
Tell us about how you first ventured into

Kira’s lecture was captivating and she has
continued to be both an inspiration and a Obviously, it’s not the money so what
do you find rewarding in this role?
patron to the club.
The best part of my role is discovering
inspirational photographers. Like everyViewpoint - April 2018 - Issue No: 138

one else I too enjoy the opportunity to

photography.
I have always had an interest in photography but only really developed my skills
when my wife Suzie and I joined the CasPage 8

tle Hill Photography Club in 20.
What was your first camera, and what do
you use now.
I received an Olympus OM2-N (35mm Film)
for my 21st Birthday, and then proceeded
to spend all my apprentice wages on extras

like lenses and film…
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olympus_OM-2

When digital came into play I used Canon
Proshot’s, Sony Handycam’s, Canon 550D,
700D, M3, 6D , recently I switched to Sony
A7RM2 and bought the boss a A6500. As a
technologist the pop-up mirror in a DSLR

seemed pointless as I always using Live
View.

What would you like to achieve with your
photography?
I want to explore and capture dramatic

landscapes that fill viewers with awe.

Tell us about how you first came to CHRSL
PC and what the club means to you?
Suzie found the club. Together we found a
passion for photography, new friendships
and lots of memories.

Are you drawn to one specific genre of
photography and can you tell us why?
I like photographing landscapes and objects. People are far too fickle...
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Do you have a favourite photographer/s whose work you admire and why?
I am quite impressed with the lecturers we have had at the club other the last few years; they really have the passion and
drive to get out to some crazy locations to capture those amazing shots.
There are also some extremely talented photographers in the CHRSLPC, from capturing insects mating in flight, astro at the
Superman barn to creative compositions.
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Do you have a photographic ‘moment/adventure’ you could share?

I recently tramped up Mt Taranaki, after working the day in Auckland and driving 5 hours the night before with only 3 ½ hrs sleep in a bac
gear, bedding and clothing for 2 days (including toilet paper).
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ckpackers hostel, ascended the 3 hr seriously uphill trek at 3:30am to make it in time for sunrise… all carrying food, water, camera
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Do you have any other interests outside of photography?
Sure, family, technology, red wine, good movies, spin cycling, green juice.
Have you had a special event that you have photographed and what made it stand out?
Every event is special… I recently enjoyed the Bellingen Camp Creative and I am looking forward to co-lecturing with Tim Poulton at Nelson Bay on 23rd March 2018. http://www.oneofakind.photography/workshop.html

Can you tell us one thing we don’t know about you?
Ah ha, trick question, then you would know ;o)
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Article and images by Rick Logan
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Mid Week Outing of 22nd February 2018

Night Photography at Parramatta
A good social evening with twenty five members attending.
The weather was fine which contributed to an easy casual night of photography.

st

(above) - 1

Place was awarded to Greg Brown for his image ”Old Government House”
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Coming in Equal - 2 nd Place were Phil Stacey and
Colin Beadell, with their images left and below.

(left) - “Parramatta Nightscape 1“ by Phil Spacey

(below) - “St John’s Church” by Colin Beadell

We started at Prince Alfred Square
and headed down toward the Parramatta centre with a deviation to
Parramatta Park.
Generally the group stayed together
for the night, however the detour to
the park separated us into two
groups.
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rd

(above) - 3

Place was awarded to John Tibben for his image ”Church St Mall fountain”

Light painting in the rotunda was enjoyed by members at this event, before we again joined
up the groups at the town square.
The fountain provide ample opportunity to experiment with low light and long exposure photography. At this stage we wound up for the night with all parties enjoying the night of photography and friendship with fellow club members.
The “members voting” for this event produced some wonderful images from the night out
with 22 image entries from 11 members.
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Other images received included (in order of average points awarded);

(left) - “Image Memorial“ by Tom Brassil

(right) -

“Parramatta Fountain“
by Colin Kemp
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(left) - “Priest“

by Marilyn Coventry

(right) -

“Parramatta Nightscape 2“
by Phil Stacey
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(left) - “Unamed Image“

by Alex Springall

(below) - “Parramatta Park Gate-

way“ by John Tibben
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(left) - “Gate House“

by Jennifer Lees

(right) -

“Government House“
by Jennifer Lees
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(left) - “Unamed Image“

by Colin Beadell

(below) - “Double V“ by David Groundwater
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(left) - “Moon Memorial“

by Andrew Lak

(right) -

“Slide“
by Tom Brassil
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(left) - “Discussion“

by Marilyn Coventry

(right) -

“S.W.T.C.“
by David Groundwater
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(left) - “Parramatta Gate“

by Colin Kemp

(right) -

“Fisherman”
by Alex Springall
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(above) - “Blue Glass Building” by Andrew Lack

Article by Tom Brassil
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MEET

Vince Basile

supinator machine. Nope, I never sold
I grew up in Kamloops, BC, Canada. I im- any so I have the only one in the unimigrated to Australia in January 1971. I verse that I know of. Works great, too,
was sick of the long, cold winters there. I and I use it to keep my arms from shrinkhonestly hate snow. I chose Sydney be- ing! I have an engineering factory at
Windsor.
cause of the subtropical climate and
wonderful beaches.

My background

reasons and accumulated 3 cameras and
lenses from 8 mm to 600 mm. I waited
for Canon to give us higher resolution
sensors but they took too long so I

switched to Sony and have owned
the A7R, A7Rii and now the A7Riii.

I can still use my Canon lenses so things
have worked out okay. The cost of this
I taught high school PE for 10 years. I al- Cameras I have used
so bought a gym in 1971 and had it for
I bought my first camera in 1958. I have hobby is exorbitant! Cameras, lenses,
46 years. I managed to complete a mas- always had cameras and I wanted better memory cards, backpacks, tripods, new
ter’s degree from Sydney University in
and better ones. I owned Nikon and Rol- computer and large monitor, 50 tb of
the Philosophy of Science in 1989. I have leiflex cameras plus lots of lenses. I had hard drives, software, etc.
a BA from UBC in philosophy, geography my own dark room.
and psychology. In 1981 I started designDigital saw me upgrade almost yearly. I Photographic subjects I shoot
ing and building professional gym equipstarted with Canon compacts then Nikon Every time I buy a significantly improved
ment. I had a patent for a new bicepsDSLR's. I switched to Canon for several
camera I have to reshoot all my favourite

Mt Banks Panorama
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subjects! I now travel more to capture
my subjects, both locally and interstate. I
love flowers, sandstone, mountains,
ships, beaches, trees, tree ferns, tall
buildings, the Moon, sunsets, athletics,
surfing, etc.

Things I have followed each year are Jac- Head. I learned a lot about panoramas
aranda blossoms, Roses, Waratahs, Dahl- from former member Keith Gillard.
ias, Sculpture by the Sea, and the wonderful Vivid show around Sydney HarFads in photography
bour and elsewhere.
I don't particularly like that many fads
I always take panoramas of scenes I like.
exist both online and in camera clubs.
In Sydney I have photographed most of I want lots of detail so don't use wide
Bombo, Chapel at Gostwyck, canola,
the sandstone cliffs north and south. The angle lenses for those. I once used a
sunflowers, Milky Way, sunrise/
prettiest sandstone I found was in the
500 mm lens for a 107 photo pan- seascapes using filters, Superman's barn,
Blue Mountains at Glenbrook!
orama of Sydney from North
Wanaka Tree, Church of the Good Shep-

Mt Wilson
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Sydney Nigh
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ht Panorama
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Sydney skyline by night

pard and so on. I tend to avoid shooting
those subjects. Besides I am a night person so seldom get up for sunrises unless I
stay up all night.

One of my pet peeves is how so
many photographers blur the surf
in seascapes. I mean, they are vandals.
When I see a shot of the 12 Apostles with
smooth surf I shake my head because
those limestone stacks were sculpted by
the relentless, surging surf. To diminish
the surf is to misrepresent what happens
there. Sure, people can do what they like
but many of these vandals get praised for
their photos and even win awards! This
nonsense is perpetuated by some professionals who conduct photo tours!

Photography competitions
I am not in the slightest interested in this
endeavour. That the club is built around
competitions is rather sad. I could care
Viewpoint - April 2018 - Issue No: 138

less what awards people have won. So
what! Club competitions can be divisive. I
would never take a photo just to please
some judge. Let me relate a story that
happened in our club. We had a judge
who didn't impress the regulars. Some
disappeared after the break. When I
joined them in the lounge afterwards
one bloke was criticizing the judge for
the way she conducted herself. I told
everyone that he didn't complain when
she gave him a merit for a photo. As a
matter of fact, he clapped the loudest
when that award was announced. There
you are. All subjective and often trendy.
We love praise and awards but not the
opposite or being ignored.

I guess most of us want recognition and
validation as photographers.

Castle Hill Camera Club
I joined years ago and when I first came
to a competition night I was amazed at
all the excellent prints. Rules changed
because there were too many entries but
the standard remained high. Over the
years I tend not to be interested in these
nights. The club should have other ways
for members to show their photos.

I enjoy coming to hear interesting speakers and also meet some of the members.
There is always something to learn about
photography which includes processing
photos.

Friends I have made at the club
I have a friend, Adalbert. We met one
night after I told a couple of people that I
had just bought two cameras that day.
NEX 7 and Olympus OM-D E-M5. I eventually gave both of those cameras away.
Adalbert told me I was crazier than he
Page 38

was. A month later I lent him my 500mm
lens, another Canon 5D2, extenders, and
some other lenses. He was going to Mungo so I figured he needed more lenses. I
didn't even know where he lived. What
you, Adalbert?

Web site of our camera club
I never post photos that are 1024 pixels
wide. Often I post original panoramas of
30,000 pixels wide and even more. Typical photos are 4000 to 8000 pixels wide.
So there is our site where photos are
quite small and don't fill the page. (I put
a link to my photos elsewhere)??. The
rules for submitting digital images are
preposterous. How can a judge rate
those small photos? I have mentioned
these things at meetings but my suggestions fall on deaf ears. Sure people are
worried about privacy and photo theft.
At my age I could care less.
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I haven't sold a single photo and am not
interested in making photography a business. I have printed only one photo since
2004. It is 1500 mm X 1000 and looks
quite nice on the wall.

my destiny is to record what those professionals aren't interested in shooting!

Photography style

My web sites and email:

Someone in the club called me 'The
Flower Guy'. Truth be told it is difficult to

take good photos of flowers. I try to

get the whole flower in focus and
all the intricate detail sharp. Some-

One thing people don't know about me is
that I have a collection of superb Lowden
acoustic guitars.

https://www.flickr.com/
photos/66480811@N07/
https://vfb.smugmug.com/
ovincez@yahoo.com

one else said my photos are of the documentary type.
When I attend lectures where the professionals declare that they seldom take
photos during the day it makes me wonder about what I am doing. In a real
sense most of those pros who conduct
photo tours are doing similar things,
shooting that brief time of day just before and after sunrise and sunset. I guess
Page 39

Grevilia
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Dahlia
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Wattle
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Jacaranda purple doves
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Surfers Sunset
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Brazilian girls at Katoomba

Vince,
selfie on Hanging Rock
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Shadow at Rainbow Beach
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Rainbow Beach
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Surfers Paradise Skyline Sunset

Article and images by Vince Basile
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Q & A session
I was fortunate enough to do a talk here mid
last year, since then I have done quite a few
tours and for anyone that was here last year I
promise I’ve got lots of new content so let’s
make this more of a Q&A session so if I
throw an image up there or start talking
about one of my tours and you’ve got a
question then please ask it. As you know,
knowledge is power especially when it comes
to photography.
One thing that I teach on my workshops and
courses is that photography has a huge
learning curve and I remember when I first
started out that you get to a point when
you’re down at Turimetta and you’re capturing your first seascape and your thinking,”
how did this guy get his beautiful shot or
how did he get his long exposure or how did
he get his composition right or how did he
get the exposure so well balanced”? Without
asking those questions and getting those answers it can be very hard and a very steep
learning curve.
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I run a photography adventure business and I
get to travel all over the world and last year I
was fortunate enough to tick off all 7 continents which , I at the time when I was leading this tour, I didn’t think it was such a big
thing but now I feel really blessed and privileged that I got to do that.
I had 12 customers on the cruise with me
and I was doing it with a company called the
Poseidon Adventure, I remember as a little
kid I was watching the movie the Poseidon

and I was a little concerned about that but
anyway they decided to call it the Poseidon
Expedition -a wonderful company, very professional and they haven’t sunk a boat yet
but when we get on the boat and hand over
our passports we get this call over the loudspeaker that the weather is not great and we
were going to have to sit in port for a few
hours , 48hrs later we finally set sail and off
we go.
At our first briefing this wonderful guy, Jan,
Neko Harbour
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just incredible. I shot that with a 32-64mm
lens and I zoomed up really close to get the
penguins
That was taken right off the Zodiac, we were
cruising about all day and there was penguins and glaciers and calving and all sort of
stuff happening. It was incredible!

The Antarctic peninsula was probably the
only bit of colour that we got . You know the
only time that you can do cruises in Antarctica is when it is pretty much sunlight all day
so that was the only time we had a decent
sunset. The rest of it had that real greyish
Antarctic Peninsula
dark type of feel to it and for me, well, I’m
who was head of this expedition said that
opportunity to cruise around and whatever right into my colour landscapes, I love capturing colour so it was a little frustrating on
they had gone through 1800 seasickness pills else we wanted.
the tour but I cant say that I was disappointon the last cruise, they had a bit of a rough
On this day in Neko harbour, which is on the
ed in any way because I was in Antarctica.
passage. Anyway, we all thought that we
Peninsula, we found these two beautiful
These icebergs are these tablature type of
would do better than that, I’m pretty good
Gentoo penguins and this bird sitting on this
ice - they were everywhere as you were
on the sea and have pretty good sea legs so I
bit of ice and that was the best shot I got of
cruising along and we got this beautiful sundidn’t need any pills and on the way over it
these penguins.
set.
wasn’t too bad, I think we had 4 or 5-meter
I captured that with the new Fujifilm GFX, its
seas, which is still rough for someone that
Albatross Flying is one of my favourite shots,
phenomenal!
I
know
it’s
an
expensive
camnever been on a big ship before. When I get
I borrowed a 600ml Nikon lens from a friend
era,
but
the
quality
and
the
dynamic
range
is
to the end of the Antarctic Peninsula I will
of mine which I put onto the Fujifilm GFX.
show you the seas we had on the way back
and you will see why we broke the record for
the seasickness tablets.
I’m not usually a wildlife photographer, I prefer to not have any living creature, whether
it’s a human or an animal in my images however they kept on talking about penguins,
Gentoo penguins. Because I had a landscape
photography group, we were lucky enough
to have full use of a Zodiac specially dedicated to our group. So everytime we wanted to
go out we got into the Zodiac and had the
Viewpoint - April 2018 - Issue No: 138

Albatross Flying
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This was taken on the way back from Drakes says “this is nothing, they are only 7 meter
passage and it was rough at that point so
waves, the last time I was out we had 15 meeveryone else was downstairs.
ter waves!”. Apparently, the front cabin window was smashed and a helicopter had to
We are miles away from anything and the
come and rescue a bunch of sick people!
boat is being followed by these Albatross. I
think I spent two hours and probably clicked It takes about two days to get over the
about 2000 frames before I finally got the
Drakes passage and a lot of that time you
shot that I wanted. It was this wonderful dra- just spend in your bedroom swaying from
matic sea with the Albatross pin sharp and
side to side. Luckily, we had the waves
this wonderful mountain peak, I don’t even hitting on the side of the boat rather than
know what the mountain is called.
straight on, so it was like “ticktacktoe”
through the water though we ended up havSo, tonight I want to show the reality of being one rouge wave that was 13.8 meters so
ing a landscape photographer. I know when
I didn’t really enjoy my trip back from Antyour looking online and your looking at these
arctica.
photographers you think “Wow, what a
dream job that would be, the places they get Question - how did you fit the Nikon Lens
to travel, the wonderful photographs they
onto the Fujifilm GFX body?
take”– all that sort of stuff, it looks like a
Answer - You can buy these aftermarket
glamourous lifestyle. Well here’s the reality
adaptors, there is Metabones, there is tons
On the way back , I remember that I was
of them. Fujifilm GFX actually produce a Fujihaving a beer with the captain and I said to film GFX branded one for all the Hashim “you know its getting a bit rough, its
selblad’s, so you can put all the Hasselblad’s
bouncing around all over” and the captain
on it. I can’t remember the brand I used but

if you just Google GFX adaptor for Nikon you
will find it.
Question What was the end result like?
Answer As far as I’m concerned, the Albatross is pin sharp, it’s a stunning image and I
can print that up to about 1.2 meters wide.
Question - Was it hand held?
Answer - Yes! The one thing I’m enjoying
about the Fujifilm GFX is that you don’t have
to do much post processing. The dynamic
range of the sensor is just incredible – it really is stunning. The lens is 600 to 700mm wide
and it is huge- it weighs about 7 or 8 kg or
thereabouts. Many times, I’m just resting it
on the ship trying to capture the shot. The
ship is bouncing around so its not like you
can throw a tripod up and away you go. It
was difficult, but I really wanted to capture
that shot because to me it shows what Antarctica is like and what it can be like and how
brutal it can be.
We did a night where we camped on one of
the islands. There’s only certain islands
where you can camp and there is so many
restrictions and rules; you can’t be on land
after a certain time, you can’t be on land
before a certain time etc. they have so many
rules and regulations, but they have several
places where you can camp.
For me Antarctica was one of those things
that I’ve dreamt about for many years and it
is a stunningly beautiful place but as a landscape photographer I found it incredibly
frustrating being stuck on that ship. The food
was fantastic and there was free flowing alcohol but all I wanted to do was shoot. We

REALITY - crossing Drakes passage on the way back
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would be sailing along and there would be
this beautiful mountain and I’d be knocking
on the captains’ door saying, “can we stop?”
but they’ve got their schedule to keep and
they would have to sail on. While I was a bit
frustrated, I highly recommend doing the
Antarctic trip even if it’s only once in your
life that you get the opportunity (and you
can afford to do it). It is just incredible!
Question - Have you done the flyover rather
than the sail over passage? I was just wondering if you would be able to compare what
you get on one as opposed what you get on
the other in terms of where you go and what
you do?

I captured this on the Nikon 810 (still a great
camera) and I was using the Schneider
50mm lens. That image is made up of16
frames, so it is 8 frames for the top and 8
frames for the bottom. I can print that up to
Answer - I've spoken to a lot of people about 2.5meters wide.
the flyover and from what I got from them I
For people that don’t know, I’m a huge panbelieve that it is more frustrating, I think you
oramic photographer and very rarely will I
land at one of the stations and that’s it, so
shoot single frame, (not so much now that I
you don’t get to see a lot. What was good
have the Fujifilm GFX). I love to be able to
about the ship is that every day we would do
stitch and print an image that big.
a landing. We would get on the Zodiacs and
we would do stuff, but they must keep to a
Question - Was that hand held?
schedule and that didn’t necessarily fit to the
Answer - Oh God no! I would say that 99% of
golden hour. The golden hour was a huge
the time I am shooting with a tripod so pretty
amount of time it was 3 or 4 hours either
much everything you see tonight, except for
side, but the captain usually wanted to sail
that one shot of the Albatross in Antarctica,
at that time.
which was taken from the boat and I had no
Mt Assiniboine in the Canadian Rockies is
choice, was shot with a tripod. I wanted to
called the Matterhorn of North America!
shoot that (with a tripod) because the focus
This one area here is about a 15 minutes
of that was the mountain top and I was just
chopper ride. You can camp, or you can stay hoping that the Albatross would fly through
at the lodge. Its $280 to catch a helicopter in at some point. I had a fast-enough shutter
there and you can stay at the lodge for $15 a speed and aperture to be able to capture
night. I highly recommend coming here be- that bird so it’s nice and crisp. For this image
cause within an hour of the camp-site you’re I used a tripod, most definitely. The tripod is
capturing this absolutely, stunning scene.
a fantastic tool, there’s a few things that I
will show you later about what you can do
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Mt Assiniboine
with a tripod.
Question - How are you stitching it?
Answer - I would raw process the images in
Adobe Camera Raw. I would do a base processing. I would synchronise all the images
so that they are the same and I would take it
into ptgui pro and I would stitch it there then
take it back into photoshop to do my final
edit.
That’s seriously what the sky looked like. The
sun sets over here to the right, you’ve hiked
up to the nub and there’s a beautiful open
area, so you can see if the bears are coming
to eat you, but you get that sun setting and
then it hits those peaks. You’ve got the sunshine, you’ve got Mt Assiniboine and, I can’t
remember all the names of the other peaks,
but that place is absolutely, incredible!
Ptgui pro for image stitching. It is very simple
processing if you want to keep it simple. If
you want to get complex with it, it is a very
complex piece of software and its fantastic
for that as well.
Question - Were you there in the Canadian
summer?
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Answer - No that’s Autumn. I go there every
year.
Question - But there’s no snow ?
Answer - No! That was in 2016 that I captured that image but this year there was so
much snow that we had to snowshoe everywhere. It was the same time of the year and

Autumn to early .

Question - What lens did you use?

Moraine lake is one of those places that it
doesn’t matter what time you go there in the
year its full of people. The aqua, that iridescence, I didn’t do anything to that water.
That is exactly what that water looks like.
The way you get those beautiful soft clouds

Answer - The 23mm so equivalent on a
35mm to 18mm because it is medium format.
Question - What white balance do you use?
Answer - I shoot everything on Kelvin. I pick
my white balance, that is one thing I teach
on my workshops and courses is how to be
able to look at a scene and be able to match
the white balance.

I think that’s incredibly important because if
you’re out shooting a lot and you get back
after a month or two or six, or however long
it takes, when you go to process your images
you can’t remember what that scene looked
like and if you are just using any white balance and you get back home then you never
have a true representation of what those
Moraine Lake colours were like at that time. There is always a different colour temperature created
just hugging the mountains is just incredible. by the sun, it could be a warm scene, it could
the Larch trees were insane, but we had rain
We went there that year to get the beautiful be a cool scene, you have tints of greens and
or snow most of the time.
yellow Larch trees, that’s the start of Aupurples and pinks and its really important to
Question - Which do you prefer?
tumn in Canada, but I still love it when its
be able to recognise that and see it when
that
beautiful
green
colour
as
well.
Its
very
Answer - I prefer to shoot middle of Autumn
you are capturing a scene. That is why I have
hard
to
time
it
right
unless
your
there
for
a
to early winter. It depends on where I’m goalways shot with Kelvin. I think that comes
month
or
two
but
we
are
only
there
for
10
ing. I never shoot in summer, no matter
from my background as a designer and printdays.
I
try
to
time
it
but
the
closer
to
winter
where I go in the world I will not shoot in
er and having to always know what the
the
more
rain
and
more
problems.
summer. I find that it is too busy with tourwhite balance
ists, its too hot, the beer gets warm quickly, I captured that with a single frame with a
Question - Do you look at that on the live
and you don’t get those colours. The autumn 23mm on the Fujifilm GFX . I’ve gone with a
view screen while your doing it or do you use
colours in any landscape are stunning and I real classic (composition), I’ve got several
the histogram?
think the skies in autumn and early winter
leads through the scene, it’s a little bit wide.
Answer - I never shoot with a histogram. I’m
are the best. Spring is pretty good as well,
Almost mirror reflections and pretty much
but I find spring to be a bit too busy with the everything came together, I love the way on always shooting about 2 or 3 stops under so I
shoot really dark. I believe that there is more
tourists. You look at all my tours that I run
the left-hand side the trees balance the sceroom to move in the shadows than there is in
around the world and they are usually late
ne out a little bit.
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the highlights and I think that is only going to Question - So is your iPad colour calibrated?
get better as the technology gets better.
Answer - Its calibrated to Adobe RGB which
Question - Do you have to compare the LCD is what everybody prints in the industry.
of the screen with the scene and adjust the
Kelvin accordingly?
Answer - Yes exactly, I’m either cooling it
down or warming it up. I’m using an iPad Pro
to control my camera now so I’m not actually
touching the camera anymore. The Fujifilm
GFX has got a great app that you can run on
the iPad where you can have full control, I’m
talking focus, shutter speed, aperture, ISO
and white balance.
Question - Could you do this on the laptop?
Answer - I wouldn’t take a laptop it would be
a bit too cumbersome in the field however
using the iPad I can see exactly what’s going
on with the scene and I can do a quick edit in
Affinity Photo at the same time.

this world – if you want to get somewhere
you just have to switch off and not look because there are just epic scenes everywhere
you go. Its just absolutely, stunning.

Let’s get into Patagonia. This is a single shot
with 32mm with Fujifilm GFX .This is one of
my favourite places in the world, its really
unique in the sense that over here you have
the biggest land-based icefield in the world.
The Andes mountain range is a border which
cuts Chilli and Argentina off from each other.
I couldn’t believe when I first went to Chilli
The REALITY and I crossed over the border just how much
the Chileans and the Argentinians hated
And there’s the reality – don’t tell Avis
each other, and they’ve got this stunning
please. I love vans because to get that differmountain range to share.
ent vantage point. I’m not much of a carpark
photographer but there are some scenes
The beauty of this place is that over on the
when you drive around that you just have to right-hand side is the ocean and on the leftpull over and get in the carpark.
hand side is the icefield. You always have
bad weather over an icefield but you get the
That whole road from to Jasper is just out of

Lake Pehoé – Patagonia Chile
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good weather coming from over the ocean
and the sun rises over the right hand side
and it hits those peaks and because those
peaks are so big it stops whatever the
weather pattern was coming through and
you get these amazing scenes especially in
Autumn, that is the best time to capture this
place.
Question - Do you go to the different vantage points there?
Viewpoint - April 2018 - Issue No: 138

Answer - Yes, I have about 8 different places
where we shoot from, you have Mirador
Cuernos where you climb up this mountain
here on the right and shoot back down, and
there’s Mirador De Quadal and you go past
the waterfalls. You can just drive around the
dirt roads, but they are terrible dirt roads
especially at the end of the season. The roads
are shocking because massive tour buses
come through in summer so they leave pot
holes everywhere. When we get there, no-

body is there because its getting really cold,
we camped there one night and it got to 15deg so it can get really cold in this place, it
can be covered in snow.
The same scene, this is probably the most
incredible shot that I have ever captured
from that place. The light coming through
was just insane and it’s only the smallest of
opportunities where the sun comes over
those peaks. I did a lot of research into lookPage 56

Lake Pehoé – Patagonia Chile

ing at where the sun came up to get it at the lasted for about an hour and a half until the
right time of day where it goes right across
sun came over the horizon because there
all the mountain peaks.
was nothing blocking it. I’ve been there in
120km winds, I lost my camera bag over a
Question - Is that single frame or pano?
cliff and it took me 2 and half hours to fetch
Answer - That is 24 frames. That’s a set for
it. The wind was so strong it blew my bag off
the bottom and a set for the top and shot
the cliff and some mornings you can get
with a 90mm I think, that thing is massive,
there and there is zero wind I think there was
and it deserves it. I remember I had a group a tiny bit of wind that morning but not a lot.
of 12 people there and you could hear people
Question - How long does it take you to
screaming from all different points and that
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stitch that photo?
Answer - It depends what your stitching it
on, I stitched that on my MacPro. I wouldn’t
stitch 24 frames in the field
Question - How long does it take you to
shoot it?
Answer - I'm pretty sure it was a 1 sec exposure for the top and then I’ve changed the
exposure for the bottom, I’m very quick
through the frames. I’ve developed a techPage 57

nique I set my camera up on a 2sec delay and
I’m shooting as I’m rotating. I’m already
clicking the button before I’m turning the
camera so where it gets to the point that it
takes the shot its already stopped into position. Click-move-click-move- It would take
me maybe 45sec in total to take that image.
You shoot left to right on top then right to
left for the bottom. Try to capture things in
the right position. It also depends on how
your shooting it, if it is a long exposure then
you must do things differently. You must
adapt to each scene and each setup.

we do a whole day on how to capture pano’s
using a tilt shift lens rather than the traditional full pano kit. That is on a rotating head
on the tripod, there still has to be on the
nodal point, but you can basically eliminate
the L bracket and the rest of the kit and just
go straight onto the rotating head.

was rained on probably 6 times and I didn’t
sleep the whole time.

It was amazing how it was going from stunning sunset with the full storm coming
through and 120km winds. It was an incredible scene with the clouds blowing through
the mountains in the background to a excepThis image below is captured using the Fuji- tionally clear night, perfect for astro then
film GFX with a 32mm lens, I’ve pretty much through to a stunning pink and red sunrise,
lived on this image this year, seriously this
you just didn’t want to leave.
thing just did it for me This happened when
I’ve now got front covers of magazines from
an Israeli tourist tried to set his toilet paper
it and all that sort of stuff. The moral of the
on fire and he burnt the whole of Patagonia
story there is that it pays to just put yourself
That image was shot with a Schneider, the
with that one decision. What he has done is
through the pain, it got to -12deg that night,
Schneider has a rotating mount that is on
left a legacy of burnt trees and as a landit was cold
the actual lens itself so the camera body is
scape photographer they make for a stunnot sitting on the tripod, the lens is sitting on ning foreground or composition. In the last Mirador Cuernos – Patagonia Chile.( double
page spread) is the sort of colour that you
the tripod and you can grab the whole cam- couple of years, I have been using natural
era and run though the scene on the top
frames and that is just an absolute classic. I get in Autumn in Patagonia, this is the Arframes then rotate the camera around, it’s a pretty much set up there and spent 14hrs in gentinian side. I love the Argentinian and
Chilean Patagonia sides equally though they
tilt shift, and then you run through the
that one position. I spent the whole night
bottom set . On my course in New Zealand
there, I did astro, I did sunset, I did sunrise. I are both very different. That’s Mt Fitzroy in
the background, its probably a 2-hour hike
and approx. 600m in elevation. Its about 7
km to get to this spot and its famous for a
waterfall that everybody shoots but when
we got there that morning and there was
another group set up there at the time, so
we didn’t get the waterfall. So we went
down the stream a little bit away from the
waterfall as there was no way that we were
going to get a shot with all of the others
there.

Mirador Cuernos – Patagonia Chile
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One of my techniques is stitching pano’s.
Who uses Ptgui? Guys – get it! See how I’ve
got the clouds zooming out like that? You
can only do that with Ptgui. The problem
with Photoshop and Lightroom is it cylindriPage 58

Answer - No I don’t use that program and I
never bracket and I never HDR. Its always
single images stitched but I shoot 2 to 3
stops down. I always shoot to the highlights.
One thing when you are shooting pano’s,
especially after lots of mistakes in the beginning, you’ll shoot a set and expose for that
frame and by the time you come to the last
frame and the suns up, its so blown out that
you’ve lost your image. I learnt very quickly
to shoot for the highlights and get that correct and you’ll be able to pull the details out
of the shadow
Laguna Torre – Argentina That’s Wharariki at the tip of the South Is-

cally stitches the image, so you are never
going to emulate that beautiful wide-angle
effect. When we get into landscape photography, especially when we are doing seascapes, you love the wide-angle lens. I love it
as well and that was one of the biggest
things when I got into shooting panoramic, I
thought I couldn’t emulate the wide-angle
effect. I am shooting these pano’s and they
are big and wide and I can print them massive but I’m not getting that effect and then
Ptgui Pro released a version where they gave
you the option to change the stitch type. I
can change the way it works, I can make it so
that it doesn’t push it out at the bottom, it
only pushes it out at the top so I can create
that beautiful wide angle effect up the top
and I can keep everything looking natural at
the base of the image. So, if you are into taking panoramas I highly recommend downloading it, it’s only around $120 but it will
transform your panoramas
Lagoon Torre Argentina How lucky was I to
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get that piece of glacier that was blue when
everything else was white and snowy. It’s
very rare and unique to get it to look like. Its
just a beautiful spot and its probably a 9km
hike in at about 800m elevation its Lagoon
Ator and that’s Saueara Tor in the background a famous mountain peak I enjoy nice
sharp peaks. In Patagonia, especially the Mt
Charpen and MT Fitzroy area is full of really
sharp peaks
Question - Do you use “AutoPano gig” or do
you bracket that images?

land. This was a bit of a fluke this one, I really love the composition but at the time when
I was shooting it I was cursing because I had
a group of 10 people on a tour and they
were all here (on the beach), so I had to get
behind the sand dune to be able to get the
shot. Once again, I ended up doing the same
stitching technique, using Ptgui to be able to
create that zoom perspective. What I love
about the place is that the sand in the foreground is always different sometimes you
get white sand, sometimes you get that
beautiful black sand, sometimes you get

Wharariki Beach – New Zealand
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Mirador Cuernos – Patagonia Chile
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Lake Tekapo – New Zealand

different curvy shapes with the black sand
and the white sand as you can see in there.
It’s a beautiful spot and it’s easy to get to.
That was shot with the Nikon and the 50mm
lens
Question - did you go for a timed exposure
there so the waves aren’t as sharp?
Answer - it was too windy , I would have
gone with a fast exposure otherwise the
grass would have been too blurred but I do
give myself a little bit of time when doing
oceans so that it is easier to stitch different
parts of the ocean together.

You want to give yourself a good 40% to 50
% overlap. Just imagine if you are stitching
two images together and there is no overlap
then where the wave is going to be different,
it will be in a different position, ripples will
be in a different position, the clouds will be
in a different position so the whole point is
that we give ourselves lots of overlap so that
we can give ourselves scope to be able to
blend it in.

a wooden track almost the whole way,
there’s also quite a few footbridges or swing
bridges to get over. That morning was probably the best sunrise I have captured at
Mount Cook. The sky was just incredible. I’ve
use a “Mecapto” stitch in Ptgui and what
that does is, instead of pushing it wider
through the scene, it pushes the edges up
really high so it gives you that dramatic,
staged, cathedral effect and what it does is
keep the mountains in the centre the same
Hooker Lake is a very easy place to get to,
but it really pushes the outsides up and crebasically the track goes to the Hooker Valley
ates this real dramatic tunnel effect into the
from the Hermitage. Its a very easy hike with
scene.

Hooker Lake – New Zealand
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Ptgui is very creative. It’s not just for single
frame images. One of the things about
pano’s is that you really have to think about
the composition because you cant just sit
there and snap a shot and look at it on your
computer and go “that’s the composition,
that’s the scene”. You take a whole bunch of
photos, so you really need to think about the
composition. I think it makes you a better
photographer. I’m biased, of course, because
I shoot pano’s, but I seriously believe that it
Page 62

Lake Wanaka – New Zealand

makes you think about the scene, it makes
you move around a bit and try to position
things in a different way. Once again, we
teach that stuff on all the workshops that we
do.

lective colour or HLS in their raw processing?
What this does is that it allows you to do
Highlights, Luminance and Saturation on
every colour in the scene, so with this image,
the brief I got from the client was that they
really wanted the green of the tree to pop.
Has anyone read the news about and the
Normally I wouldn’t process an image like
Church of the Good Shepherd. They’re going
that but that what the client requested.
to put a big fence all the way around it with
a whole bunch of signs really close to the
I’ve been using selective colour for a long
church so you won’t be able to photograph it time to be able to control colour in my
anymore. I’ve sold many tours because of
scenes but I went crazy on the green and he
that shot or other shots that I have taken of
Lake Tekapo. Most of the people that come
to my tours want to see either the Wanaka
Tree or Lake Tekapo and the Church of the
good shepherd, so we have created this
problem with all the tourists because that’s
where they want to go.
I go to Lake Wanaka in winter so when its
freezing and cold there won’t be a lot of
tourists. I would not want to go there in
Summer or Spring or even early Autumn.
Speaking of the Wanaka tree, who uses seViewpoint - April 2018 - Issue No: 138

loved. So, if you are into Photoshop or Camera raw or Lightroom, have a go at your HLS
or selective colour and just play with it, see
what it does with your yellows, your oranges
and your skies. How many times have you
captured a scene where the sky is just a bit
dull, the selective colour range will just
pump that sky and create real dynamic clarity in the scene.
I’ve been going to Mt Cook for quite a few
years now and I have always spotted this tiny

Lake Wanaka – New Zealand
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that can do it That was taken with a 28mm
and bottom frame flipped around to top
frame, so that is only two frames stitched
together.
Lofoten Island Norway –I went there the previous year in February, man it was cold! We
were driving back to the airport and we were
watching the temperature and it got down
to -28 degrees. I’ve been there with people
and we’re shooting, and you see the frost
pond of water. One year I went there with a
forming up on everything, on their bodies,
water bottle and tried to fill the pond . It
on their camera bags, on all the foliage its
took me about an hour and a half to fill and I
just incredible. That’s what it was doing that
missed sunrise. When I finally set my tripod
morning
up I couldn’t get the tripod low enough to
get the reflection of the peak in the water. I Question - Is there any affect on the cameras
or lenses with cold and moisture?
went for, what I now call, the yoga pose.
What you do is invert the tripod, flip it over,
and you can basically get your camera touching the ground. Normally you wouldn’t be
able to do that because the camera is sitting
on top of the tripod but because the camera
is under the tripod you can then capture images like that. I’ve done that a lot recently to
be able to get the detail and to be able to
get the scene that I wanted. This is a good
technique, but you have to have the tripod

Answer - Five years ago we were on tour at
Kosciusko and the new Sony A7 came out
and they were all bragging about it, we were
all Nikon and Canon people and shooting
sunrise and it got to -12degrees and every
single Sony camera blacked out and didn’t
work, the batteries failed. The first Sony cameras that came out were terrible in low temperatures.
Kurkjufell mountain, the law in Iceland, and

Lofoten Islands – Norway
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a lot of European countries, has what you
call “freedom to roam”. As an example, if
you were in America and you walked onto
someone’s property you’re going to get shot
but in Europe, they are right into this thing
called Freedom to Roam, so you can go to
any mountain or any place. I love that philosophy and that free spirit, so I really embraced it when I got to Iceland. I will freely
admit that there was a fence that said do not
cross and it was in English so I could read it
but we decided to cross the fence and
tracked upstream, that’s the famous
Kurkjufell mountain in Iceland. 99% of people shoot it from the carpark or waterfall or
stream but we decided to hike up here. I
took a couple of guys up there and we were
there all afternoon shooting, beautiful conditions, it was fantastic. Then we saw this
truck coming up the road and flashing it
lights at us and I said to the boys “I think it’s
time to leave”. I packed up and by then this
woman gets out of the car, she couldn’t
speak any English, but she was screaming at
us, going ballistic. She had a son who could
translate, he said that she wants “to kill you,
you’re going to be dog food “and more. She
went ballistic because it was her property. I
would never go up there again because I was
fearful of this woman, she was scarier than
the bears.
We probably went a little too far that time,
but we weren’t hurting anyone or doing anything wrong. That town would be dead if it
wasn’t for that mountain and all the photographers that come there to shoot it. It’s the
same thing with the Wanaka tree, if you talk
to anyone that runs a business or owns a
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ry about the hike and probably 5 minutes
away from this scene is a heated bathroom,
so if you’re getting a little bit cold you just go
to the bathroom and get toasty. When its 15deg or -20deg a heated bathroom is like
heaven, it’s a sanctuary.

restaurant or shop, they would say “climb
the tree, we don’t care, or shoot the mountain, we don’t care” because they are making so much money from tourist dollars.
This is the real Matterhorn in Switzerlandday, whose been to Zermatt in Switzerland?

This is my favourite lake, there’s about 5
lakes, and you can do the 5-lake circuit in the
area but this one my favourite. Just up from
there, about 2 km and about 200 or 300 m
elevation, is the Gornergrat Hotel which is
Kirkjufell Mountain – Iceland
the highest hotel in Europe, its at 3100m and
for people that don’t like elevation it can be
It’s a fantastic little town that you can only
a little bit tough especially sleeping.
reach by train. There are no cars, so you
must walk and hike everywhere you go. This The Matterhorn in Switzerland-by night is a
is a tough hike, I think it is about 17km from crazy astro shot. We pretty much stayed
Zermatt and about 1200 or 1300m elevation. there the whole night. At sunset you can see
I caught the train, so you don’t have to wor- how the lake is freezing and by sunrise the
whole thing was frozen.

Matterhorn – Switzerland
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The Dolomites – Italy

That is a single shot with the 23mm on the
Fujifilm GFX. The Fujifilm GFX is fantastic in
low light with its high ISO range.
The Matterhorn this is probably about a 40
minute hike out of town up into the mountains, there is a little clearing in the larch
trees, I always go there every year now in
Autumn.
I do the Matterhorn and the Dolomites when

I do a tour there. So we do 4 days in Zermatt
capturing the Matterhorn. I think it deserves
that, there are so many different compositions and angles to shoot that wonderful
peak.

and drinking Vino, but it really about processing and composition. Its pretty much like
any stunning place that you go, you can pull
over the side of the road just about anywhere and capture an amazing scene.

I do a Tuscany tour every year and that is
more about workshops, composition and
processing. We stay in beautiful Tuscan Villas
and we are out every night, eating Italian

That is really the Dolomites. You can see the
hiking (track) and around the back here is a
carpark and you can go all the way around.
In summer that is a restaurant and a bar.

The Dolomites – Italy
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They have these “refugios” everywhere and
they serve wonderful food and drink. I go
there in late autumn or early winter the
tourists are gone, the “refugios” are all
closed and right behind that ridge there are
the old world war 2 bunkers where they
used to have the turrets set up.
We camp in those bunkers overnight and do
a sunset and a sunrise shoot there and then
the next day we hike another hour to a
different spot so that you can shoot those
peaks from a different angle. Its an incredible place and you might find that at night
you see some climbers climbing the peaks.
This image (lower left) is taken the same
morning. I just pointed my camera the opposite way and that is exactly what the sky
looked like. And just to wrap it up for those
people that say they can’t afford to travel,
this is closer to home, the twelve apostles.
(Double page image).

North Ramshead – Mt Kosciuszko

in a place called Breezer - out near Walcha.

Mt Kosciusko - All you have to do is drive to
Thredbo, catch a chair lift up and hike for
about an hour and a half to two hours and
you'll get to this spot. I go there at least two
or three times a year I do a tour there and I'll
go there with my good mates We camp up
Australia has wonderful places to photothere for one or two nights to capture that
graph. I planned that shoot specifically bespecific scene because it is so unique. The
cause I knew that we were getting a moon- way those Tors look, that is exactly what
rise and I wanted to get that beautiful semi they look like, I haven't stretched the image
long exposure on the clouds, but I still want- or done any trickery. I've been there in sumed to catch a pin sharp moon. I’ve done a
mer winter Autumn and spring all year
whole bunch of exposure blending there.
round.
That’s another thing I teach as well. As you
I love it when, in front of the Tors there is a
know a long exposure on the moon is going
to blow out and you won’t be able to see the
details as the scene is going to move so being able to exposure blend all the elements
and be able to capture all the detail is important.
There’s the superman barn , this is the actual
barn built for the superman movies . This is
Viewpoint - April 2018 - Issue No: 138

Tarn, that’s like a pond and Tors are the
rocks and to get the reflection of the rocks in
the Tarns looks absolutely incredible
Endurance is what you are willing to go
through to capture the scene. Your never
warm, your freezing, constantly.
I’ll be honest with you, that’s the reality of
it. Its bloody cold all the time and when its
minus 20deg its really hard to get warm.
To show it there’s the reality, that’s where
you sleep, you must go through it to get the
shoot.
It’s about what you’re willing to go through
to capture the image.

The REALITY
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The Twelve Apostles – Australia

Images by Timothy Poulton
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Sculpture at Scenic World 2018
Hosted by Scenic World Blue Mountains
Dates

Apr 13 - May 13 (daily from 09:00am)

Tickets available from www.sculptureatscenicworld.com.au

Blacktown City Medieval Fayre
Hosted by Blacktown City Medieval Fayre and Blacktown City Council
Dates

Saturday May 19 at 10 AM to Sunday May 20 at 4 PM

Location

Nurragingy Reserve, Knox Rd Doonside

Vivid Sydney
Dates

Friday 25 May 2018 to Saturday 16 June 2018

https://www.sydney.com/destinations/sydney/sydney-city/vivid-sydney

Supanova 2018 - Sydney
Hosted by https://www.facebook.com/supanovaexpo/
Dates

Friday 15 June 2018 to Sunday 17 June 2018

Supanova Comic Con & Gaming is a celebration of fandom, where the worlds of film and
television, fantasy, comic books, anime, sci-fi, cartoons, books, gaming and collectables
comes to life!
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Time Travellers World Fair 2018
Hosted by

Time Travellers World Fair

Date

Sunday, June 24 at 10 AM - 4 PM

Location

86 Menangle Rd, Menangle Park NSW

Ticket Information

www.eventbrite.com.au

Time Travellers World Fair 2018 - Tickets must be printed and presented on day.
The Time Travellers World Fair is to bring all the travellers through time together to catch up with what is new in the world's
era's of time.

Bringing together Steampunk, Medieval, Modern Travellers, Future & past Time travellers.
To come and check out the new gadgets, clothing and meet up for the updated rules of time travelling
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Smash
2018
Photoshoot
Hosted by Share My Cosplay
http://www.sharemycosplay.com/

Dates SAT JULY 14TH 10:00 AM
and
SUN JULY 15TH 10:00 AM
Location

International Convention Centre
Sydney - ICC Sydney
14 Darling Drive, Sydney
Ticket Information - smash.org.au
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Tuesday 10th April 2018 - Workshop Night
Vision is the Art of Seeing Things
Sandra Dann
My journey with a camera started in 2012 ... I took up photography when I lived in Queenstown, New Zealand. I joined a camera club to learn more about photography, I was hooked!! I was always looking for that next location to take my camera. Since
then I have developed my craft by attending courses at The Australian Centre for Photography, photography tours and workshops with some of the leaders in the photography industry in Australia and New Zealand.
I am passionate about capturing the beauty of the world around us .... landscape, urban, trees, flowers, patterns, textures,
shapes in nature. Photography has taken me to some amazing places. I've clocked up a lot of kilometres to get to a destination,
got up at some weird hour to capture the sunrise, climbed rocks, walked through mud and water, fallen over on more than
one occasion, dropped my camera and lenses and so much more to capture that shot. It has been worth it!! Along the way I
have been fortunate to win Gold, Silver and Bronze at several Australian and International Photography competitions.
How do you see the world around you?
Do you often see what others miss or are you inclined to miss what others see?
You are not alone if the art of seeing has escaped you! Trying to get it all into a single frame is part of the problem. The other
part is not knowing the vision as well as being averse to considering different points of view.”
This workshop is aimed at unlocking the potential of your images and getting you thinking about your photography process.
This is not about the technical side of photography it is about developing your visual senses. If you are looking for something
different in your photography this workshop is for you.
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Tuesday 24th April 2018 - Competition Night
Digital Closes: 22-04-2018 <> Prints Close: 24 -04-2018

Judge: Martin Regan

The set subject for this month is; “Monochrome”
This is the definition of "Monochrome" according to Wikipedia:
"Monochrome photography is photography where the image produced has a single hue, rather than recording the colours of
the object that was photographed. It includes all forms of black-and-white photography, which produce images containing
tones of grey ranging from black to white.[1] Monochrome photography is mostly used for artistic reasons in the contemporary world."
Monochrome photography is also called black and
white photography but monochrome images don't
necessary need to be black and white. However
most of them are.
Black and white photography can give certain
scenes a striking, timeless quality when done well.
Not every shot will work in B&W, just like certain
shots look more beautiful in colour than in monochrome. To get the best B&W photos, try planning
for that difference.

To What Depths by Delme Mullings

A PDF with the complete description can be found here.

The judge for this competition will be Martin Regan.

Monochrome by Gioton
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Castle Hill RSL

PHOTOGRAPHY CLU
B
The Castle Hill RSL Photography Club was formed in 1994 as the Hills Photographic Society. The club is an informative social
club with friendly competitions, social outings and events and is one of the largest in Australia and has a current membership of
around 270. Members have a diverse range of experience and talent and are always willing to share their knowledge.
A strong point of the club is the emphasis on training, with a dedicated Training Coordinator who oversees all aspects of the
club’s training program. The main training events each year are a Getting to Know Your Camera day and Introduction to Editing
images day, both held 3 times each year at a very reasonable cost. Other workshops on intermediate and advanced photography are held regularly depending on presenter availability.
The club meets three times a month on the first, second and fourth Tuesdays at 7:30pm, unless otherwise stated, at the Castle
Hill RSL Club
Tel: 02 8858 4800
www.castlehillrsl.com.au

Our Monthly Program
First Tuesday: Lecture night.
An experienced photographer, artist or specialist talks about their style of work.

Second Tuesday: Workshop night.
A presentation of one individual members work in the form of a short 5 minute AV.
A short presentation by an experienced club member on Photoshop tips and techniques.
A workshop night where an experienced photographer talks about how they create their images. This is generally a very informal night where other members or visiting experts discuss issues of relevance with the presenter or other members.
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Fourth Tuesday: Competition Night.
Members submit either digital images or prints to be judged by an independent external judge. Awards issued to the member
counts towards a yearly point score system and a trophy. The judge generally discusses the merits of each photo and provides
comments on how improvements can be made. This is an excellent way to improve your photography.

Competition Grading System
The club has a competition grading system that is designed to allow the member to advance their skills so they can advance
their photographic skills. On attaining a standard assessed by the competition committee each year a member will be promoted from B grade to A grade. Full details are available in the competition documents on the club website.

Special Interest Groups
The club also has a number of special interest groups (SIG’S) for portrait, landscape, audio visual and portfolio production that
meet regularly during the year. Participation in these groups is open to any financial member of the club.

Social Activities
We have outings several times a year with the objective of improving your photography as well as meeting and socialising with
other members.
At the beginning of each year we publish our program for the next twelve months. The program varies every year and we try
to have competition subjects that stretch members’ creative limits.
The only equipment you require is a film or digital camera, and an interest in improving your photographic skills.
The social side of the club is very important to us. We like to have fun and a chat during supper and after the meeting.
Before you can become a member of the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club it is a prerequisite that you are a member of either
the Castle Hill RSL or Parramatta RSL clubs. The membership application form for the Castle Hill RSL is available here or at the
membership office of the club. Unfortunately this means that members must be over the age of 18 so we are unable to accept
junior members. This is complicated by the fact that any club members involved in dealing with juniors would have to undergo
a working with children check which is impractical for our club given the number of members this would require.

Further details about the club and it’s activities can be found on the club’s website,
https://www.chrslphotographyclub.org
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Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Atrium Castle Hill RSL
Level 6, 77 Castle St
Castle Hill, NSW 2154
PO Box 25
Castle Hill NSW 1765

Viewpoint Contributions
Viewpoint depends on them!
If you have any articles that may be of interest to our members, please email them
to:
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
Articles could include:
Camera hints, Photoshop hints, Holiday photography and/or Local Photo-shoots,
awards, competitions, exhibitions, upcoming events, workshop and Lecture reports,
recommended Book reviews, reports etc.
Don’t be limited by this list. Anything that might interest photographers is acceptable.
Please send articles in Microsoft word or plain text format with photos attached as
separate files. Submitted images should be a jpg file with a maximum size of 1mg to
2mg.
In order to ensure your article is included in the next newsletter, please submit it by
the 20th of the month.

President:

Lecture Coordinator:

Training Coordinator:

Roger King

Rick Logan

Steve Castle

president@chrslphotographyclub.org

lecture@chrslphotographyclub.org

training@chrslphotographyclub.org

Vice President:

Competition Coordinator:

Membership Secretary:

Graham Gard

Peter O’Brien

Michael Schwarcz

vpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

competition@chrslphotographyclub.org

membersec@chrslphotographyclub.org

Immediate Past President:

Social Coordinator:

Webmaster

Jason Pang

Tom Brassil

Mal Hobson

pastpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

social@chrslphotographyclub.org

webmaster@chrslphotographyclib.org

Treasurer:

Member Benefits Coordinator:

Enquiries Officer:

Gordon Fagg

Paul Sweatman

Alia Naughton

treasurer@chrslphotographyclub.org

benefits@chrslphotographyclub.org

enquiries@chrslphotographyclub.org

Secretary:

Publicity Coordinator:

Magazine Editor:

Pam Rhodes

Julia Zhao

Rosa Doric (Chief)

secretary@chrslphotographyclub.org

publicity@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
Hazel Hogarth (Deputy)
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

DISCLAIMER: No responsibility is accepted by the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club (The Club) for the accuracy of any information contained in the text,
photographs or advertisements in any issues of Viewpoint. Information contained within does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Club, nor does it
infer endorsement by the club.
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